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1 If L is a modular lattice with 0, 1, and if a£L, then x is a complement of a in case a-\-x = l, ax = 0. If L has the property (1) each a £ L has a complement, then it may be proved that (2) a, b G L implies the existence of bi ^ b such that a + 6i = a + by abi = 0.
Property (2) is the really useful one. Now if L is any lattice with 0, 1, then (1) does not imply (2); moreover, even (2) seems too weak for most purposes. However, if in (2) we assume in addition that (a, bi) (or (6i, a)) is a modular pair, then the usefulness of this assumption in analyzing the structure of L is considerably increased. At the same time, of course, limitations are placed on L, and it is these which we study here. Let L be a lattice with 0 and 1. "in a+b" is omitted. L is right (left) complemented if a, bÇiL implies the existence of b\ such that b\ is a right (left) complement within b of a in a+b. If L is ^-symmetric, right and left complements coincide, and the words "right" and "left" will be omitted. 
and (a, bi)M. Hence (a, b\) J-, and b\ is a right complement within b of a in a+b.
We turn now to consequences of the assumption that L is left complemented. The fundamental result follows. 
COROLLARY. If L is ^-symmetric and complemented, then L is Msymmetric.
REMARK. It is false that if L is right complemented then L is left complemented. For, in the right complemented lattice consisting of 0, 1, three points/?, a, r, and a line 5 with s>p, g but s>r, the element s has no left complement (in 1).
We shall henceforth assume that L is left complemented. It is now possible to prove a converse of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. (a, b)M if and only if every complement within b of a in a+b is a complement of ab in b.

COROLLARY 2. (a, b)M f if and only if there exists a complement bi within b of a in a + b such that bi+ab<b.
COROLLARY 3. a\\b if and only if ab = 0 and there exists b\<b such that bi-\-a = b-\-a and (bi, a) X.
REMARK. It should be observed that Corollary 3 justifies our use of the symbol ||. Let, for example, L be a euclidean (or affine) geometry. Parallel spaces in L are then characterized by the condition ab = 0 and the existence of a space b\<b such that &i+a = &+a; if b\ is chosen as a minimal space with these properties, and it can be so chosen, then (ôi, a) ±.
It is easily seen 3 that an affine geometry is a left complemented lattice. Indeed, it may be shown that the property (3) be 7* 0 implies (6, c)M holds in an affine geometry. Property (3) may be stated also in the following way. Define the set ML as the set [bc;
It is of interest to investigate the nature of the set Ml for our general left complemented lattice L. It might appear that Mi is an ideal; that this is false will be shown by an example. However, the next theorem shows that Mi has one of the properties of an ideal. Then PROOF. Immediate from Lemma 1.
We turn now to a general example of a left complemented lattice. Let A be a complemented modular lattice with operations ©, ®, and let oo be any element of A ; let L be a subset of A with the following properties :
A special case is the following. A is a projective geometry, and oo,
Then L obviously satisfies (4) and (5), and (6) holds by virtue of the irreducibility of A. If h is a hyperplane, that is, A is a maximal element less than 1, then L is an affine geometry (for example, A with h as ideal hyperplane) with the ideal elements of a restored.
THEOREM 5. L is a lattice in which the operations +, • are given by
PROOF. TO show that a©& is a least upper bound of a, b in L it suffices to prove that a, 6£L implies a@bÇzL. If both a, &£a, then a © £ £L by (4). Hence suppose a (£ a ; by (5) a © ô £L. We shall prove directly that ab as defined in (7) is effective as greatest lower bound of a, b in L. Clearly ab^a> b; by (4) abÇzL. Let c£L, c^a, 6. Then ct^a®b. If £(£a, then a®b^L, and c^a& by (7). If c£a, then c^a®Z>® oo <;&&.
COROLLARY, //a G a, 6(E£, //^w ab=a®b. PROOF. Let a, &££, and let &i£L be a complement of a®& in b, existent by (6). Then a + bi = a © (a ® 6) © bi = a © b = a + 6; a®&i = a®6®6i = 0£aC£, whence (a, 6i)Af by Lemma 2. But &&i = 0, and it follows from the corollary to Lemma 2 that (6i, a) X. Thus fri is a (left) complement within 6 of a in a + &.
